Stowe Community Group Meeting

April 12, 2018

Attendance:
Shawn Gerwig , Dave Robertson, Becky Wilkoff, Carol Masterson, Amber Gross, Anne Daniels, Meggin
Ferril, Whitney Reeves
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Shawn and Kathleen met with Pender Makin and Kelly Wentworth at the central office regarding
a 501c3, after discussing with Deb Leslie . It would benefit to be a 501c3. The insurance
company traditionally does not cover “community group” school events so SCG will go in that
direction. This process takes a while and so TEAN and Run Brunswick just got theirs within a
month so it may be quicker than expected. It may be created as a K-5/All Elementary
Jill Ellis and Becky Wilkoff have begun the process of rewriting bylaws, however there may be
some delays or adjustments based on the 501c3.
Kamis and Shawn met with Jeanie Stinson (Coffin multiage teacher) and Janet Rivard (Coffin
nurse) specifically discussing Community Conversations prompted by the music movie upset and
additional topics to discuss. Pender Makin also has also shared interest in doing such and there
is more to discuss. Including the conversations that were at the various town locations. SCG
would host this event beginning with a survey of topics that will be proactive discussions rather
than reactive. From there, community members would be requested to present that and
provide it for elementary families. Right now a mission statement of this will be written to guide
this event. Greatest concern is to make sure that this is balanced in addition to the current
activities/focus of the group.
Budget review overview:
1. Going over the current statement balance as of 3/31 in addition to the remained
approved budget spending. The goal of the cushion of a 5K balance is successful with
the additional Read-a-Thon fundraiser.
2. Apr 26 SCG and CFC officers will meet to discuss sharing projects or funds such as
Constant Contact.
3. Reimbursement is the slow process it is and discussions will be continued on the
adjusted events and allocations of funds.
4. Discussions of the proposed budget going into the 2018-2019 including fall fundraiser
ideas, Scholastic dollars alternating as a staff gift every other year potentially, logo items
based as a profit, decreasing Constant Contact fees, editing SCG invoice of field trips to
instead donating an even sum per grade.
5. Vote to approve this proposed 2018-2019 prospected budget with the use of Scholastic
dollars as the Staff Appreciation gift and the Fall Fundraiser to be determined. A motion
was made, seconded and all in attendance was approved.
The Ice Cream Social this year will be June 14th with a rain date of June 18th

Next Steps:
Discussions about committee chairs, all elementary community group meeting updates, the 5K event
updates and more. Next SCG Meeting is May 10th at 6:30. June 14th will be Ice Cream Social from 6-7pm
with the SCG Meeting to follow.

